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sterilizer-ClassB-ClassB

The Chamber That Has No Heater - External Steam Generator Type
The Chamber That Has No Welding - Durable and Safe Chamber
Separation of Reservoir and Collection Container - Clean Sterilization



New Economic B-Class Small Steam Sterilizer,
More Fast and More Clean Sterilization ! 

New Economic B-Class Small Steam Sterilizer,

Technical Advantages of HANSHIN s  BL series

BL
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Shortened cycle time
The total required cycle time of these new B-class small steam sterilizers are shortened about 30% compare to the prior B-class
models even though having the advantages of B-class sterilizer, therefore the operating efficiency of sterilizer is improved
remarkably satisfying the requirements of sterilization and dryness performance regulated to the European Standards(EN 13060).

Unique exterior small steam generator
The built-in exterior small steam generator which is newly-developed by our advanced technology can vaporize feed water
supplied from the reservoir instantly and the generated steam is injected into the chamber as a sterilizing media, therefore the
chamber is less contaminated than the internal steam generating type and the usable loading space is widened because there is
no heater assembly in the chamber. 

Safe and convenient self-diagnosis function
If an error has occurred during operating the sterilizer, it is detected and the error code is displayed on the LCD monitor
accompanying an audible alarm, and the cycle in progress is aborted automatically for safety by the built-in self-diagnosis program.

Use of clean steam every cycle
The used water after completion of a sterilizing cycle is collected in the collection container designed separately with the reservoir,
therefore clean saturated steam  always can be supplied to perform every sterilizing cycle. 

Safe and durable unwelded chamber
By adopting an integral chamber unwelded, the durability is excellent and a trouble such as leaking of pressurized vapor and
vacuum during progressing a cycle is not occurred accidently. 

Convenient monitoring of a cycle processing
The operator is able to check a cycle progressing conveniently on the LCD monitor because the state of sterilizer operation is
displayed digitally in real time on it.

Cycle execution data storing and Ubiquitous function
At least 11 years of cycle execution records are automatically stored in the flash memory of controller. The user can automatically
retrieve the result of the sterilization cycle that was executed in the past as needed and print the contents with the panel
printer(optional item) mounted on the sterilizer, and use the result as an evidence of sterilization quality. 
The user can download or backup those data in the USB memory and monitor the operation of sterilizer on the external PC by
connecting the USB or LAN cable to the built-in communication ports. Moreover the communication program including an
ubiquitous function provided allows user to manage the operation of plural(maximum 15 sets) sterilizers at once. 
(optional specification)

Preventive safety system
This sterilizer has the safety system for the safety of workplace designed that a cycle is not started unless the door has been
locked, the door is not opened when the power is not supplied to the sterilizer and there exists more pressure compare to the set
level in the chamber. 
The safety valve operates and releases pressure automatically when an overpressure more than the limited value has been
formed in the chamber for a certain reason. 

Printing of the cycle performance record
The panel printer is equipped to print out the cycle performance record for securing the traceability afterwards.

Various cycle programs of the optimum condition
6 kinds of basic cycle program for sterilizing the medical instruments wrapped or unwrapped, the synthetic resins products, the
rubber products, the textile products, the glass products, the liquids contained in the glass bottle and the prion which is the factor of
CJD(Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease) and 2 kinds of test program for checking the ability of air removal from the chamber are installed in
the sterilizer, therefore the operator could select a proper cycle program and perform sterilization conveniently. Furthermore it
allows users to change the parameters of cycle program at user�s pleasure if needed. 



Drain Valve of Reservoir and Collection Container

Air Filter (HEPA)

USB & LAN Port

BL
The Construction of 
BL series Small Steam Sterilizer
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Manual Reset Switch of Thermostat

Vacuum Pump

Control Panel 

Reservoir and Collection Container

Panel Printer

Steam Generator

Safety Valve

Chamber



HS-3041BL (40.5 )

Rectangular
Chamber type
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Cycle P1 Non-wrapped Cycle P2 Wrapped Cycle P3 Non-wrapped Cycle P4 Flash Cycle P5 Liquid

Cycle P6 Prion Bowie-Dick / Helix Test Vacuum Leak Test

Cycle Graph

Cycle Program



HS-3041BL (40.5 )HS-2321BL (21.5 )
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These practical B-Class sterilizers are designed to reduce cost remaining
B-Class performance, therefore all the medical devices and supplies within
the sterilizable articles of B-Class can be sterilized economically, and their
rectangular chamber allows user to use wide usable space in the chamber.

Feature

Specifications

HS-2321BL HS-3041BL
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